Tourism is one of the most dynamic and fastest growing economic sectors globally. Continued expansion and diversification have characterized the tourism sector over the past decades. In 2016, the sector’s overall contribution to GDP was around 10% and is foreseen to rise by 3.9% annually to reach 11.4% of GDP in 2027. Tourism also attracts capital investment, which accounted for US$806.5 billion in 2016, representing 4.4% of total investment. International tourism receipts earned by destinations worldwide have increased from US$ 2 billion in 1950 to US$1,220 billion in 2016.

Tourism is the world’s third largest export category after chemicals and fuels: international tourism (inbound and outbound tourism) represents 30% of the world’s services exports and accounts for 7% of overall exports in goods and services. For many countries inbound tourism is an important source of foreign currency earnings and contributes to countries’ economies. For emerging economies¹ as a whole, where the sector increasingly provides an opportunity for economic diversification, tourism accounts for 40% of services exports.²

International tourist arrivals rose from 25 million in 1950 to 278 million in 1980, 674 million in 2000, and 1,235 million in 2016. France, the United States, Spain and the People’s Republic of China are the top-five destinations in terms of international tourist arrivals. Tourism growth is strongest in emerging economies (+4.4%) with tourist arrivals foreseen to increase at twice the rate of those in advanced economies (+2.2%) between 2010 and 2030. By 2030, the market share of international tourism in emerging economies is expected to reach 57%, compared to 45% in 2016 and 30% in 1980. By 2030 international tourism is foreseen to increase in Asia and the Pacific (to 30% up from 22% in 2010), the Middle East (to 8% up from 6%) and Africa (to 7% up from 5%).³

---

¹ Classification based on the IMF. World Economic Outlook Statistical Annex, 2017
TOURISM - A MAJOR SOURCE OF EMPLOYMENT, PARTICULARLY FOR WOMEN AND YOUNG PEOPLE, BECAUSE OF ITS LABOUR INTENSIVE NATURE AND THE SIGNIFICANT MULTIPLIER EFFECT ON EMPLOYMENT IN RELATED SECTORS

- One job in the core tourism sector creates about 1.5 additional or indirect jobs in the tourism-related economy. Tourism overall accounts for one in 10 jobs in the world.4
- In 2016, tourism globally generated 108 million direct jobs (3.6% of total employment). Including jobs indirectly supported by tourism, the sector represented 292 million jobs (9.6% of total employment)5.

![Figure 3. Contribution of travel and tourism to employment, 2016](image)


- The proportion of part-time and temporary workers, as well as of self-employed persons is generally higher in hotels and restaurants than in the overall economy. Turnover also tends to be frequent as workers are more likely to spend less than 2 years working with the same employer.6

![Figure 4. Mean weekly hours worked per employee in accommodation and food service activities, 2016](image)

Source: ILOSTAT. Calculations are based on the available data from 97 countries.

- The age profile of the tourism workforce is generally lower than for the economy as a whole. Most tourism workers are under 35 years of age, and half of them are 25 or under. In developed countries, almost half (46.8%) of the tourism workforce is aged 15-34, compared to 32.4% in the economy as a whole.7
- Women represent between 60% and 70% of the global tourism workforce. They are often over-represented in lower skilled and lower paid occupations, notably housekeeping and customer contact areas. Moreover, women frequently suffer segregation in terms of education and training, and are on average paid less than male workers for comparable skills.8
- The sector is also an important source of employment for migrant workers.
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